[Anatomical characteristics of the pelvic floor muscles in young nulliparous women based on three-dimensional MRI].
To analyse anatomical characteristics of the pelvic floor in young nulliparous volunteers based on three-dimensional MRI. Thin-slice MRI was performed in 25 young nulliparous volunteers in Southern Medical University, MRI were imported into Mimics 10.01 for 3D reconstruction.Using 3D models we measured follow indicators: the levator ani muscle volume (LVOL) , levator plate angle (LPA), levator hiatus width (LH-W)and length (LH-L), distance between symphysis and levator sling muscle (LSG). (1) 25 cases of pelvic three-dimensional models was successfully constructed, including the pelvis, pelvic organs and the pelvic floor muscles (including the ischial coccyx muscle, levator ani muscle and its various components, perineal muscles), the models could be able to clearly reflect the level of the pelvic floor muscles; (2) 25 cases of levator ani muscle measurement results:LVOL: (34 ± 6) cm(3), LPA: (43 ± 4) °, LH-W: (33 ± 4) mm, LH-L: (54 ± 5) mm, left LSG: (18.8 ± 2.5) mm, right LSG: (18.3 ± 2.5) mm. It is an effective way to use the computer to reconstruct the 3D model of female pelvic floor muscles using MRI data set. The quantitative analysis of levator ani muscle three-dimensional model can be assessed pelvic floor function, which is of great value in clinical practice.It is helpful to understand the pelvic floor disorders pathogenesis, clinical diagnosis, treatment options and treatment evaluation to provide reference standards.